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SYNOPSIS
Hosted by everyone’s favorite robo-personality and media mastermind, Mr. Entertainment, Sprint Vector sends
its intrepid contestants running, jumping, flinging, and even flying across 21 crazy cross-dimensional race
courses in intense eight-player matches—all for your viewing pleasure!

GAME DESCRIPTION

Sprint Vector is the ultimate competitive VR game: a high-octane multiplayer adrenaline platformer that merges
the physical thrill of athletic competition with the unhinged energy of a crazy game show. Survios’ innovative Fluid
Locomotion System™ allows players to comfortably run, jump, climb, and fly at extreme speeds. Add in a pulsing
electronic soundtrack, hilarious running commentary, colorful interdimensional courses, and diabolically difficult
challenges, and you’ve got a hit show no matter what planet you’re on!
Sprint Vector’s tech demo debuted at Game Developers Conference 2017 to near universal acclaim for its smooth
locomotion system, intuitive gameplay, and infectious crowd-pleasing energy. Step into the vector blades of an
intergalactic star, rev up, and explode onto the must-see event of the millennium— but watch out! You’re always just
one slow mine, nitro, or impulse jump between glory and defeat.

KEY FEATURES

•

Competitive multiplayer matches: Public and private online multiplayer modes pit up to eight players
against each other in intense, high-speed races as you vie for a spot on the Global Leaderboards.

•

12 competitive race tracks: Scale towering pyramids and plunge into alien ruins, leap across giant pits
while dodging debilitating blobs of sludge, or survive the trap-riddled roads of an ancient city: 12 complex
race courses full of obstacles, shortcuts, and game-changing power-ups make for endless replay value.

•

Customizable solo play: Run through courses and learn the ropes at your own pace with customizable
solo game settings.

•

Nine challenge courses: Take on these diabolical courses designed to test your sprinting prowess to
the extreme. Tackle three specific challenges across nine single-player challenge courses with Local and
Global Leaderboards.

•

Eight intergalactic competitors: Choose from eight colorful characters “recruited” from every corner of
the galaxy, from notorious Daxx to ethereal Luna to streetwise Hendrix, each with multiple skins.

•

Power-ups galore: Utilize a wide range of game-changing power-ups, from explosive proximity mines to
nitro speed and racer-seeking rockets, to gain an advantage over the competition.

GENERAL INFORMATION
•

Developer: Survios

•

•

Release Dates:

•

Compatible VR Platforms:
HTC Vive

•

PC: February 8, 2018

•

Oculus Touch

•

PlayStation VR: February 13, 2018

•

PlayStation VR

•

Price: $29.99

